Lucky 13

Rancid-Rancid lp-Epitaph Records-Look who is back on the scene well they didn't actually they never really disappeared. It's the Op Ivy guys Lint and Matt. This reminds me of a harder and punker Operation Ivy, without the skaish sound, it's fuckin' great. Good ol' harmonies, lots of tight snarls, all around good bass and guitar... lines. One hell of a satisfying hardcore band. I'd vote best new band of the year. "Hyena", "Whirlwind" and "Bottle" are a testament to it's Op Ivyish sound. "Outta My Mind" is a cool sort of sound like a punk rock rolling Stoneish thing hahahahaha!!! I have been listening to this since I got on volume 10 or something. I can't wait for their next release so be sure and check this one out so you can hear a good kick-ass hardcore band. Everybody in my band is freaking for a copy of it. Keep up the good work and be sure to send out the next DYNAMIC (what a word) release.

ANGRY TIREAU

RANCID adv cass

Just as you may expect of union between ex-MDC and ex-Ivy (If you are familiar with these bands), the catchy up & down rhythms with rapid-fire vocals introduced instantly, as the thrash, raw sound, melody, fun, & sing-a-long choruses. I threw on my old ISO-NCY & OP IVY records after listening to this. (Epitaph c/o 5201 Sunset Blvd / e. 111 / Hollywood, Ca 90028.

A review: Rancid CHIHUAHUA

Well, this is described as "non-stop. pulse pounding, ear ringing, exhilarating torrents of upbeat electric noise by Epitath. So, I figured that it would just be screaming and wanking. I tried it though, and it's actually pretty good. There is a lot of wanking, but the singer is good and so is the music. I can't really make out the words, but they're not annoying. Actually I kind of laughed when I first listened to it. I laughed because I was ready for some lyrics dealing with the color black and moshing, but it's not so. I got this record free from Epitath, so you can imagine how amazed I was when I saw it at my near-by, limited record store. So, I think that this worth a try. It's only $8 from Epitath, 6201 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 111, Hollywood, CA 90028 and probably more than that at a record store. Oh, and if it matters, Rancid used to be Operation Ivy.